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Americas
The US spot polymer-grade propylene (PGP) price for promptmonth delivery to Mont Belvieu, Texas, rose to as high as
49.75¢/lb this week as supply restrictions meet returning demand from polypropylene producers.
Propylene prices have risen 20pc since bottoming four weeks
ago. A survey of market participants revealed divisions on the
near-term price future for PGP. Those who believe prices will
continue to march higher cite negative ethylene margins that is
causing crackers to cut rates and shut down. They believe this
will impact supply of crackers’ largest co-product, propylene.
Other participants point to the sharp 92pc rise in refinery-grade
propylene (RGP) quarter-on quarter, per the latest data from
the American Fuel and Petrochemical Manufacturers’ (AFPM)
data. They believe this will supply will bring down PGP prices
ultimately, calling the recent 20pc price move over the last
month a “headfake.”
Either way, recent fundamentals support the rise of prices in
the last month. Demand for PGP has been restricted for the last
few months, but several polypropylene facilities are restarting
after planned maintenance. In the last few weeks, TotalEnergies lifted a force majeure that had been in place since April.
ExxonMobil informed customers that its sales allocations had
returned to normal levels after being reduced since May. In
late May LyondellBasell lifted a force majeure on 36 grades of
polypropylene out of Lake Charles, Louisiana.
Restrictions in PGP production this last week has been
significant. Enterprise Products Partners' 750,000 t/yr propane
dehydrogenation (PDH) unit in Mont Belvieu, Texas, shut down
on Thursday afternoon because of a compressor issue. Enterprise Products Partners’ propylene splitter No.3 in Mont Belvieu,
Texas, is not confirmed back online after shutting down last
week after being impacted by the power loss at adjacent Cedar
Bayou, Texas.
AFPM data showed that propylene production slightly increased the second quarter versus the last quarter. PGP inventory declined slightly vs prior quarter but is still twice the level
it was in the second and third quarters of 2021.
In future projects, CP Chem’s 454,000 t/yr propylene splitter
in Baytown, Texas, is still on track for a startup in the second
half of next year. Enterprise Products Partners confirmed this
morning that its PDH-2 project is still on time and on budget for
a second quarter 2023 startup. LyondellBasell’s PO/TBA plant
will begin commissioning in the fourth quarter for an expected
start up in the first quarter of 2023. Eastman Chemical said that
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ethylene-to-propylene, or conversion, technology is an investment they “need to make” but with a two-year lead time, this
may not be up and running until 2024-5.
July refinery-grade propylene traded at 19.5¢/lb for July last
Wednesday, up by 0.5¢/lb from its prior deal. Railed refinerygrade propylene (RGP) traded at 41¢/lb for August. US refineries operated at 91pc of their capacity last week, according to
this morning’s data from the Energy Information Administration
(EIA). This was the lowest operating level for refineries since
late-April.
US PP supply remains ample, even as some plants continue
to run at reduced rates. Though no major production problems
were heard in the market, some producers are slowing rates
due to ongoing logistics problems, including railcar shortages.
Others are only running hard enough to meet weaker demand,
particularly with export options remaining limited. The new
Heartland Polymers unit is running, but only limited volumes remain available as it works its way through its entire grade slate.
The unit was heard to be experiencing some start-up problems,
which are being addressed.
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Americas
Spot material remains plentiful, with prime homopolymer
resin heard offered in the low 70s¢/lb level now and widespec
prices as much as a dime below that level.
July data is not yet available from the American Chemistry
Council, but anecdotal evidence suggests plants last month likely
did not run much better than June’s 83.2pc operating rate. At the
midway point of the year, PP output was down by 1.3pc versus
the same period in 2021. Market participants expect that trend
to continue, even as ExxonMobil is set to start operations in
November.
Demand continues to weaken for now, particularly for many
durable applications, with ongoing concerns about inflation and
a possible recession. Some converters are still working through
back orders, which is masking the true demand picture. That
activity may lessen as the back orders are completed. However,
in a potential positive sign, new orders for manufactured durable
goods in June rose by 2pc from May levels, led by orders for
transportation equipment, according to data released this week
from the US Census Bureau.
July PP contracts are largely settling down by 7¢/lb, tracking
the 4¢/lb decline in PGP prices and an additional 3¢/lb PP margin
contraction. There were some reports of producers offering
certain customers more than a 3¢/lb margin drop, though that
activity was not believed to be market-wide. Market participants
are anticipating further margin compression this month as US
prices remain well above global price levels.
For now, imports remain limited, with buyers unwilling to
take a chance on resin that will not make it to the US for another
three to four months. However, that could change if the disparity
between US and global prices widens.
Acrylonitrile markets had one deal trade lower, with spot
prices around $1,665/t. This price still makes it difficult to export,
sending domestic producers to run at low rates and not build
inventory. Domestic demand remains good.

Latin America
In South America, propylene demand should improve in Brazil from
the third quarter, lost strength in Colombia and Chile, and is weak
in Argentina.
In Brazil, after the government has approved to increase and
expand social benefits and to reduce the energy and fuels prices,
the GDP growth and inflation projections by central bank for this
year showed their first positive signals. The GDP projection grew
from 1.51 in the last month to 1.97pc in the end of July, and inflation fell from 7.96pc to 7.15pc.
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According to Braskem's Production and Sales report, in 2Q
2022, the capacity utilization of the Brazilian crackers based on
naphtha and ethane/propane feedstocks was 74pc, down 12p.p.
from 1Q 2022 and 2p.p. from 2Q 2021. The fall was due to a 47-day
maintenance shutdown at Triunfo’s complex, Rio Grande do Sul,
and a 37-day maintenance at Alagoas polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
plant, which limited the Camacari, Bahia's cracker capacity utilization. Also, the feedstock shortage to the ABC and Sao Paulo crackers, caused by local refinery maintenance, contributed to reduce
output from those crackers.
Maintenance at Braskem’s crackers and derivative units was
concluded in July as planned. However, there is maintenance set
in the third quarter at the Petrobras refineries Replan, in Sao
Paulo, and Repar, in Paraná, which have the propylene capacity of
220,000 t/yr at Replan and 150,000 t/yr at Repar.
Brazil did not export propylene in the first half of this year,
and there are no plans to export in 2022. Braskem has sent the
propylene surplus from its northeast cracker to its polypropylene
(PP) unit in Rio de Janeiro.
Domestic propylene demand showed some improvement in
July after losing strength in June. PP and bi-oriented PP (BOPP)
distributors said they sold 6pc less in June compared to May. Still,
they surpassed by 9pc the sales in the first half compared with
2021.
In August, Braskem reduced the PP domestic prices in R$
600/t, or $112/t converted by the R$/USD July’s average rate of
5.3681.
Compared to the first half of 2021, PP imports in the first half
of 2022 fell 31pc to 172,500t, while exports rose 33pc to 148,400t.
In June, China and Saudi Arabia sold 55pc of the total imported
by Brazil, with competitive prices of $1,445/t fob from China and
$1,510/t fob from Saudi Arabia. In contrast to the imports, the
exports showed gains in all global regions. In the first half, imports
this year were 24,100t, or $53.5mn higher than in 2021.
From 20 July to 31 July 2023, PP imports should be more
competitive with the domestic producers as the government cut to
6.5pc from 11.2pc the import tax for PP homopolymer with to filler
(NCM 3902.10.20), the most imported grade.
Concerning other propylene derivatives, the acrylonitrile
unit shut down due to a lack of demand. Unigel, the acrylonitrile
producer in South America, has announced new ammonia and hydrogen producer units from renewable energy. The company is investing $120mn to a 10,000 t/yr capacity of hydrogen and a 60,000
t/yr capacity of ammonia to startup in 2023. The plant will be in
Camacari, Bahia Complex, with the technology from the German
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Americas
company ThyssenKrupp Nucera. Unigel has many options for the
new ammonia output as for its production lines of acrylonitrile, acrylates, cyanide, and urea or to sell it to domestic consumers and
exports. Unigel intends to attract investors to reach the capacity of
40,000 t/yr of hydrogen and 260,000 t/yr of ammonia in 2025.
Exports of acrylic acid and its derivative 2-ethylhexyl ester
climbed in the first half 2022 on the year-on-year comparison with
2021. Acrylic acid jumped 120pc to 5,800t, and its derivative 2-ethylhexyl ester increased 58pc to 2,900t, with the average prices
climbing from $1,075/t in 2021 to $2,054/t in 2022 for acrylic acid
and from $1,469/t in 2021 to $2,597/t in 2022 for 2-ethylhexyl ester.
In Argentina, economic and political turmoil depressed the
market. Domestic propylene sales remain contracted, tracking the
domestic polymer sales. Argentina’s PP imports are in a downtrend, and in the first half, Argentina imported 67,800t of PP, 20pc
less than in 2021, with a loss in all regions except South America.
The Argentinean government restricted the number of imports
permission due to the country’s shortage of dollars, which will hit
all sectors from July to September, including the petrochemical
industry.
In Brazil, after the government has approved to increase and
expand social benefits and to reduce the energy and fuels prices,
the GDP growth and inflation projections by central bank for this
year showed their first positive signals. The GDP projection grew
from 1.51 in the last month to 1.97pc in the end of July, and inflation fell from 7.96pc to 7.15pc.
According to Braskem's Production and Sales report, in 2Q
2022, the capacity utilization of the Brazilian crackers based on
naphtha and ethane/propane feedstocks was 74pc, down 12p.p.
from 1Q 2022 and 2p.p. from 2Q 2021. The fall was due to a 47-day
maintenance shutdown at Triunfo’s complex, Rio Grande do Sul,
and a 37-day maintenance at Alagoas polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
plant, which limited the Camacari, Bahia's cracker capacity utilization. Also, the feedstock shortage to the ABC and Sao Paulo crackers, caused by local refinery maintenance, contributed to reduce
output from those crackers.
Maintenance at Braskem’s crackers and derivative units was
concluded in July as planned. However, there is maintenance set
in the third quarter at the Petrobras refineries Replan, in Sao
Paulo, and Repar, in Paraná, which have the propylene capacity of
220,000 t/yr at Replan and 150,000 t/yr at Repar.
Brazil did not export propylene in the first half of this year,
and there are no plans to export in 2022. Braskem has sent the
propylene surplus from its northeast cracker to its polypropylene
(PP) unit in Rio de Janeiro.
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Domestic propylene demand showed some improvement in July
after losing strength in June. PP and bi-oriented PP (BOPP) distributors said they sold 6pc less in June compared to May. Still, they
surpassed by 9pc the sales in the first half compared with 2021.
In August, Braskem reduced the PP domestic prices in R$
600/t, or $112/t converted by the R$/USD July’s average rate of
5.3681.
Compared to the first half of 2021, PP imports in the first half
of 2022 fell 31pc to 172,500t, while exports rose 33pc to 148,400t.
In June, China and Saudi Arabia sold 55pc of the total imported
by Brazil, with competitive prices of $1,445/t fob from China and
$1,510/t fob from Saudi Arabia. In contrast to the imports, the
exports showed gains in all global regions. In the first half, imports
this year were 24,100t, or $53.5mn higher than in 2021.
From 20 July to 31 July 2023, PP imports should be more
competitive with the domestic producers as the government cut to
6.5pc from 11.2pc the import tax for PP homopolymer with to filler
(NCM 3902.10.20), the most imported grade.
Concerning other propylene derivatives, the acrylonitrile
unit shut down due to a lack of demand. Unigel, the acrylonitrile
producer in South America, has announced new ammonia and hydrogen producer units from renewable energy. The company is investing $120mn to a 10,000 t/yr capacity of hydrogen and a 60,000
t/yr capacity of ammonia to startup in 2023. The plant will be in
Camacari, Bahia Complex, with the technology from the German
company ThyssenKrupp Nucera. Unigel has many options for the
new ammonia output as for its production lines of acrylonitrile, acrylates, cyanide, and urea or to sell it to domestic consumers and
exports. Unigel intends to attract investors to reach the capacity of
40,000 t/yr of hydrogen and 260,000 t/yr of ammonia in 2025.
Exports of acrylic acid and its derivative 2-ethylhexyl ester
climbed in the first half 2022 on the year-on-year comparison with
2021. Acrylic acid jumped 120pc to 5,800t, and its derivative 2-ethylhexyl ester increased 58pc to 2,900t, with the average prices
climbing from $1,075/t in 2021 to $2,054/t in 2022 for acrylic acid
and from $1,469/t in 2021 to $2,597/t in 2022 for 2-ethylhexyl ester.
In Argentina, economic and political turmoil depressed the
market. Domestic propylene sales remain contracted, tracking the
domestic polymer sales. Argentina’s PP imports are in a downtrend, and in the first half, Argentina imported 67,800t of PP, 20pc
less than in 2021, with a loss in all regions except South America.
The Argentinean government restricted the number of imports
permission due to the country’s shortage of dollars, which will hit
all sectors from July to September, including the petrochemical
industry.
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Western Europe
The European propylene market remains long, and that length
is gradually getting more difficult to manage. Derivative demand is poor, with de-stocking, high costs and in some cases
higher imports reducing order intake. The market also continues to be disrupted by unplanned derivative shutdowns, which
further reduce demand and by their very nature create unexpected problems that with the current logistical constraints
are more difficult than normal to solve. Steam cracker operators have explored most of the options for reducing production, floating storage and exports while some refineries have
burnt some material as fuel or are increasing the percentage
of propylene left in their propane streams.
The August monthly contract price (MCP) settled on 1
August at €1,395/t an €85/t reduction from June. The price
fall narrowed the gap between the European price and other
regions – especially the US where prices have risen in recent
days because of unplanned production issues. Asian prices
remain low and cracker margins negative, which seems unsustainable. The spot market is somewhat arbitrary, there is
plenty of material available and very few buyers, so the price
becomes a question of what other options the seller has and
selecting the least bad. Distressed sales have been heard of
at the monthly contract price minus 80pc, but MCP minus 5055pc is seen as more representative.
Low water on the Rhine and other European waterways is
already causing problems and levels are forecast to fall further
in the coming days. The rivers are key for the movement of
propylene – along with other cracker co-products and raw materials – around the European system. Barges have restricted
loading, which means more barges are needed, or additional
trips to move the same volume of product. Barges are further
restricted as some are being used as floating storage. Water
levels at the key measuring point of Kaub were at 61cm today,
which is above the record lows of 25cm in 2018, but at this
level and lower cracker operators in the affected areas may
have to restrict operating rates on some units.
While it will take time for the market to re-balance there
are some signals as to how this might happen. The refining
sector is starting to show signs of caution. Product cracks have
been steadily falling for the past month. Gasoline cracks to
North Sea Dated crude is back to pre-Russian action in Ukraine
norms. Gasoline is well supplied in Europe with the arbitrage
to the US still closed – Europe is structurally long in gasoline
and exports are important. European refiners have also been
processing lighter, sweeter crudes as they move away from
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medium sour Russian Urals — which is increasing production
of light end products including gasoline adding to the plentiful supply. In addition to reducing margins on product sales
and lack of export opportunities, refiners are under pressure
from increased operating costs and some crude grades that are
being processed by European refiners are $5-10/bl above North
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Western Europe
Sea Dated. Operating rates are falling — although it is a mixed
picture in different countries — and this will start to reduce
the volume of propylene produced.
The length in the propylene market is caused by several factors
– additional production from refineries is one, as is steady production from steam cracking where margins are still attractive even
after the contract price reductions for August. Other issues have
been derivative shutdowns, and these continue to be a problem
with significant outages in ARA and Germany. But more structurally
the propylene price differential with other regions is a major factor
that is attracting imports and reducing exports. Data to April this
year show an average net import of homp-PP of 32,500 t/month
compares with a net export of 20,600 t/month over the same period of 2021, a 50,000 t/month swing. While global economic factors and major capacity additions this year have exacerbated the
problem – the European price being so much higher than elsewhere
is a factor especially as the logistical barriers to international trade
have started to ease post-pandemic.
PP propylene demand has been poor for some months,
imports is one issue but high inflation and energy costs in Europe is restricting consumers’ disposable income and spend on
durable goods. Producers have sought to retain market share
and prices have been steadily falling along with margins. Cash
margins for integrated producers are still positive, but well below the peaks of mid-2021. Spot tons are likely to be much less
attractive and buyers will be limiting their contract purchases
to take full advantage of the lower-cost spot product. For nonintegrated producers our models show that the cash margin for
contract tons of homo-polymer is already negative and spot,
based on net contract propylene will be worse. But there will
be grades that are better and non-integrated producers have
the ability to at least buy some propylene on the spot market,
which will give a positive cash margin. Non-integrated buyers
may also have come to a private temporary arrangement with
their propylene suppliers to increase discounts – but these arrangements usually have a cost somewhere in the future.
Propylene oxide and acrilonitrile are both suffering because of the high gas prices and margins are negative in some
cases. Producers are only making as much produce as they
need to fulfill contract obligations. As with PP, both buyers
and seller are working to reduce stocks as crude oil prices
have been weakening. Oxo alcohols are worst hit by the gas
price and at least one producer has significantly reduced production and called force majeure on propylene offtake. No-one
expects a significant improvement in the short term.
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Asia-Pacific
Asia cracker feedstock economics
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Upstream and cracker margins
Naphtha prices inched lower this week to an average of $757/t
cfr Japan, down by $7/t from a week earlier. Propane prices
also fell to $706/t cfr Japan, down by $7/t. Cracker margins
fell again this week because of losses in olefins, as demand
from downstream sectors remained weak. Naphtha cracker
margins dropped to -$323/t, while propane-based cracker
margin declined to -$216/t. Propane dehydrogenation (PDH)
margins inched up by $8/t to -$157/t.
Propylene production losses in Asia settled higher at 11.3pc
in July, 1.7 percentage points higher than the initial forecast.
Production losses rose because of sudden outages at crackers
and extended shutdowns. Singapore’s PCS shut its No.2 cracker
on 25 July because of technical issues, while Philippines’s JG
Summit extended its shutdown to mid-August after failing to
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restart its cracker. SK Advanced shut its PDH unit on 25 July
because of technical problems. Production losses are likely
to rise to 12.1pc in August, because of more turnarounds and
cuts in cracker run rates. Hengli Petrochemical shut its cracker
on 1 August for a month-long maintenance. Oriental Energy
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also shut its PDH on 1 August for a turnaround. YNCC raised
rate cuts at three of its crackers from 90pc in July to 70-80pc
in August. Persistently negative margins at crackers and PDH
units prompted major Asian producers continue to operate at
reduced run rates in August.

Propylene
The following deals were done in the past week:
 Buying idea: $880-900/t cfr China, August/September arrivals.
 Selling idea: $910-930/t cfr China, August/September arrivals.
 Tender to sell: 1 lot, 1,600-3,200t, 17-19 August loading, fob
Thailand, PTTGC, due 4 August.
Asian propylene prices fell as weak downstream demand
along with subdued buying interests weighed on sentiment.
Discussions were scattered this week with limited offers.
Buying ideas on a cfr China basis for August/early September
arrivals were quoted at $880-900/t against offers at $910-930/t
cfr.
Most market players in China were not interested in importing any cargoes for now as downstream demand continues
to stay weak. Some polypropylene (PP) converters were only
consuming term supplies from domestic sellers and had limited
interest in importing spot cargoes.
Prices across most derivatives in China have been declining since early July because of falling demand. Ex-tank prices
for propylene oxide were at Yn9,500-9,900/t in early July,
before ending the month down by 12pc at Yn8,250-8,900/t.
PP prices for copolymer grade dropped from by 3pc from
Yn8,450-8,750/t ex-works on 1 July to Yn8,150-8,500/t by end
of July, while raffia grade PP declined from Yn8,450-8,650/t to
Yn7,950-8,200/t ex-tank, down by Yn475/t or 5.5pc.
Such declines resulted in bearish sentiment for propylene
as well. There was no clear market direction for propylene
prices, because of limited bullish factors, even with major
producers cutting run rates at crackers.
Ex-tank prices in east China remained weak at Yn7,1507,250/t, down by Yn25/t or about $933/t on an import parity
basis. Sinopec maintained its list price at Yn7,100/t this week.
China’s Hengli commenced a half-month maintenance at its
1.5mn t/yr naphtha cracker complex on 1 August. The associated downstream units include two PP units with a combined
850,000 t/yr capacity. Meanwhile, Shanghai Petrochemical
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Outages
Shutdown

Plant

KTA Duration

Restarted
Mitsui Chemicals Sakai

Cracker

280 19Jun, 45 days

Guangzhou Juzhengyuan

PDH

600 20July-1Aug

Lihuayi Group

Cracker

294 18July, 10 days

Sinopec Qilu

Cracker

485 20Jul, 10-12 days

Ongoing

Ningxia Runfeng

FCC +
Cracker
PDH

Sinopec Maoming No.1

Cracker

ENEOS Kawasaki

FCC

JG Summit

Cracker

Sinopec Maoming No.2

Cracker

Qixiang Tengda

PDH

Sinopec Shanghai

Cracker

Petronas PrefChem

CPC RFCC No.1

RFCC

Formosa No.2

Cracker

Puyang Far East

PDH

730+630 19-21July
300 17-25July
380 30Mar-midAug
135 endMay-endJul
29May, extended to
2HJul
320 8Jun-earlyAug

240

700 18Jun-Sept
18Jun-lateAug/ear450
lySep
90 30June-endAug

Hebei Haiwei

PDH

515 11Jul-endSep
27June, restart
unclear
500 5July, restart unclear

SK Advanced

PDH

670 25July-earlySep

PCS No.2
Zhong'an United Coal
Chemical
Oriental Energy Fuji No.2

Cracker

315 25July-midAug

CTO

350 31July, 1 mth

PDH

600 1Aug, 1 mth

Hengli Petrochemical

Cracker

400 1Aug, 1 mth

150

Expected
Idemitsu Kosa, Tokuyama

Cracker

310 Sep-Oct, 60 days

KPIC

Cracker

400 MidSep-earlyNov

LG Chem Yeosu No.1

Cracker

600 Sep-Nov

YNCC No.3

Cracker

200 Oct, 30 days

Oriental Energy Fuji No.1

PDH

660 Sep, 1 mth

SK Advanced

PDH

600 lateJuly, 1 mth

Jiangsu Sailboat

PDH

700 Onspec 4 Apr

Lihuayi Group

Cracker

294 Started in Feb

Zibo Xintai

PDH

300 Started in early Jun

New plants

Puyang Far East

PDH

150 Started in 19 Jun

Tianjin Bohua

MTO

300 Onspec 15 Jun

Zhejiang Petrochemical No.3

Cracker

880 Startup likely Aug

plans to restart its crackers in late August/early September
after shutting them down because of a fire on 18 June.
Guangzhou Juzhengyuan restarted its 600,000t/yr propane dehydrogenation (PDH) plant on 1 August after shutting
it down on 20 July. Qixiang Tengda likely delayed the restart
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Selected propylene shipment
Vessel

mts

Ithacki

6,500

Destination

Laycan

Charter

Houston, Targa

Europe

03-05 July

Mitsubishi

Ruwais

Merak

11-13 June

Marubeni (TC Vessel)

Houston, Enterprise

Options

10-11 July

Vinmar

Ruwais

India or Pakistan

09-11 July

BGN

6,500

Ruwais

Options East

End July

Marubeni

5,500

N.E. Asia

Options

End July

Marubeni
Marubeni

JBU Schelde

Up to FC Ethylene

Clipper Enyo

11,500

Clipper Helen

9,000

Deltagas
Napa Spirit
Gas Odyssey

Origin

4,000

Houston

ARA

early July

FC Ethylene

Houston

Europe

Mid Jul

CNR

Ellington

Up to FC Ethylene

Houston

Europe

2H Jul

Vinmar

Clipper Helen

Navigator Orion

Up to FC Ethylene

Ruwais

Pakistan

10-12 Jul

BGN

Kithnos

6,500

Ruwais

Mesaieed

14-16 Jul

BGN

Deltagas

6,500

Ruwais

SEA or NEA

End Jul

Marubeni

Gas Odyssey

5,000

Aliaga

Med Opts

End Jul

CNR

Happy Pelican

Up to FC Ethylene

Gonfreville

Opts

Ely Jul

Total

Clipper Eirene

11,500

Houston

Opts

17-20 Jul

CNR

Happy Osprey

6,500

Ruwais

Opts

02-04 Jul

Marubeni

Onsan

Opts

End Jul

Marubeni

NE Asia

Opts

End Jul

Marubeni
CNR

Mygas

FC Ethylene

Napa Spirit

5,500

Gas Odyssey

5,000

Pacific Saturn

12,000

Clipper Helen

Up to FC Ethylene

Aliaga

Med

End July

Houston

Europe

Early Aug

CNR

Ruwais

Asia

Prompt

Marubeni

Clipper Hermod

Up to FC Ethylene

Houston

Europe

Early Aug

Vinmar

Kithnos

Up to FC Ethylene

Ruwais

Asia

Ely Aug

Marubeni

Eclipse

12,000

Houston (Targa)

Opts

01-02 August

Mitsubishi

Mygas

6,500

Ruwais

Asia

Mid August

Marubeni

Othoni

6,500

Ruwais

Options

05-07 August

Marubeni

Houston (Ent)

Opts

20-25 August

BASF

Ruwais

Merak

21-23 Aug

Marubeni

Pacific Saturn

12,000

Kithnos

6,500

China PDH operating rates

%

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%
May 20

Dec 20

Jun 21
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Jan 22

Aug 22

of its 700,000t/yr PDH unit to September. Ningbo Fuji commenced a one-month scheduled maintenance on 1 August. The
average operating rates among Chinese PDH producers were
stable at 75pc this week.
Taiwan’s CPC likely sold a 10,000t August propylene cargo
on a fob Kaohsiung basis this week, probably to Japan. The
premium concluded was unclear so far. There will likely be
more tenders from Taiwanese companies to sell propylene in
the short term. Downstream producers have opted for reduced
operating rates or shutdowns because of falling margins, but
upstream producers like CPC are still operating their crackers
and fluid catalytic crackers (RFCCs) at full rates.
Major South Korean producers will continue to run their
crackers at reduced rates because of negative production mar-
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gins. Hanwha Total will run its cracker at 83pc, while KPIC will
operate at 85pc before beginning a turnaround in September.
LG Chem continued to keep run rates at its Yeosu and Daesanbased crackers at 75pc. YNCC will run its three crackers at
70-80pc capacity. The producer is yet to decide on a date to
begin a turnaround at its No.3 cracker.
Southeast Asia
Discussions in the southeast Asia were quiet. Trades hovered
around $850s/t cfr southeast Asia, with subdued buying interest in the region, market participants said.
Petronas’s cracker in Pengerang began a brief shutdown on
28 July because of a power outage and restarted on the same
day, but on-specification olefins production will likely resume
only in mid-August.
Philippines’s JG Summit encountered some technical issues
during the restart of its cracker last weekend. The producer is
now aiming to restart by mid-August.
Singapore’s PCS will restart its No.2 cracker by mid-August
after a sudden shutdown last week because of technical issues.
Thailand’s PTTGC issued a tender to sell 1,600-3,200t of
propylene for 17-19 August loading on a fob Thailand basis this
week. The tender closes on 4 August.

Polypropylene (PP)
Chinese PP prices moved slightly higher, tracking higher PP
futures. Increased buying interest for imports and a generally
upbeat demand outlook from the late third quarter because of
the start of the peak demand season also fueled market sentiment. Imports have recently picked up because of an open
arbitrage window. Buyers showed firm interest in importing PP
because import prices were much lower than parity prices for
domestic spot PP.
South Korean producers quoted September-shipment PP
raffia and PP injection at $1,100/t cif China, and PP co-polymer
with 3pc import tariff at $1,000-1,020/t cif China. Deals were
concluded at $990/t cif China for PP raffia and PP injection,
and at $1,000-1,020/t cif China for PP co-polymer. A South Korean origin PP raffia cargo was transacted at $960/t cif China,
and a PP co-polymer cargo with 3pc import tariff at $1,010/t
cif China, both for September shipment. Market participants
also showed great interest in importing Vietnamese cargoes.
Vietnamese PP raffia was transacted at $1,035/t cfr China,
and Vietnamese PP injection at $1,040/t cfr China for Septem-
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ber shipments. The week’s PP raffia prices were assessed at
$960-990/t cfr China, up by $10/t from the previous week. PP
co-polymer prices were assessed in a narrower range of $9701,010/t cfr China this week, up by $5-20/t from last week.
Domestic PP prices moved higher this week. Ex-works
prices for PP raffia were assessed at 8,050-8,250 yuan/t in
east China, or an import parity equivalent of $973-997/t,
up by Yn75/t from the previous week. PP co-polymer prices
increased to Yn8,200-8,500/t ex-works in east China, up by
Yn50/t from the previous week’s low end.
Major Chinese producers’ inventories of PP and polyethylene (PE) inched up to 675,000t on 3 August, up by 40,000t
from 27 July. Average operating rates at Chinese PP plants
fell to 72pc this week, down by 3 percentage points from the
previous week, following more outages at PP plants. Dalian
West Pacific extended maintenance at its 100,000t/yr unit to
22 August from the original date of 31 July. Juzhengyuan may
delay the restart of 300,000t/yr PP unit because of margin
concerns. Hengli Petrochemical shut its two PP units, with
production capacities of 450,000 t/yr and 400,000 t/yr respectively, from early August to late August for maintenance.
Oriental Energy plans to undertake maintenance at its three
PP units in Ningbo, with a total capacity of 1.2mn t/yr, from
early August-September.
Demand has shown little signs of rising, with most downstream converters still purchasing PP on an as-needed basis.
Operating rates in the downstream plastic woven industry remained at 45pc this week, unchanged from the previous week.
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Run rates in the biaxially-oriented PP sector stabilised at 61pc,
unchanged from the previous week.
Export trades diminished as demand remained weak and
the arbitrage window remained shut. Overseas producers face
high inventory pressures and have cut prices to attract Chinese
buyers. As a result, Chinese-origin cargoes have become less
competitive. PP raffia was offered at $1,100-1,150/t fob China
this week. No deals were done at these prices. Export prices
for PP raffia were assessed at $1,100-1,150/t fob China, down
by $10/t from the previous week's high end.

shown signs of a major recovery.
Operating rates among Chinese PO producers were stable
this week at 75pc. Shandong Daze shut its 80,000t/yr PO line
on 24 July for a turnaround, while Shida Shenhua’s 70,000t/
yr went offline for a turnaround on 22 July. Tianjin Bohua had
a brief shutdown during 26-29 July at its 200,000t/yr PO unit
and is now ramping up production.
PO production margins at Chinese producers continued to
stay in negative territory this week, at -Yn305/t (-$45/t). The
average year-to-date production margin settled at -Yn1,270/t.

Propylene oxide (PO)

Acrylonitrile (ACN)

Domestic PO prices inched up modestly compared with last
week because of a slight supply tightness in the market. But
sentiment continued to stay weak because of subdued demand.
Losses in upstream propylene weighed on ex-tank prices
this week. Delivered PO prices were showing slight increases
at the beginning of the week at Yn8,650-8,850/t before inching
lower to Yn8,600-8, 850/t by 3 August. A key trading firm in
China was only importing PO on a need basis for term takers as
spot demand remained weak. There were no cfr China discussions heard this week.
Bleak PO demand has dragged on domestic prices since
mid-June. Delivered PO prices dropped from Yn11,000-11,300/t
in mid-June to Yn8,450-8,850/t this week, a decrease of
Yn2,500/t or 22pc within two months. Market players still anticipate further correction in prices since demand has not yet

Domestic ACN prices in China continued to inch lower alongside oversupply and weak demand. Some producers opted to
advance turnarounds because of negative production margins.
Ex-tank ACN prices dropped to Yn9,100-9,400/t this week,
down by Yn650/t, equivalent to $1,153-1,191/t on an import
parity basis. There were no discussions heard in the cfr northeast Asia and cfr China market following bleak demand in the
region. Prices for cfr China were rolled over from the previous session at $1,550-1,580/t this week because of dearth of
discussions.
High inventories at the ports and the restart of Keruer’s
130,000t/yr plant weighed on sentiment and prices this week.
Bleak downstream demand coupled with oversupply also
prompted some producers to opt for early turnarounds. Jiangsu Sailboat shut one of its 260,000t/yr ACN units on 1 August
for maintenance. Other producers, such as Shanghai Secco,

PO non-integrated margins
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are still operating their ACN plants at reduced rates of 75pc
because of eroding margins. Overall operating rates among
ACN producers in China dropped to 75pc this week, down by
4pc from a week earlier.
Run rates at downstream producers remained at low levels
this week because of weak demand. Operating rates for acrylic
fiber producers were at 72pc, while average operating rates at
acrylonitrile- butadiene-styrene producers dropped to 70pc,
down by 5pc compared with two weeks earlier.
Losses in upstream propylene resulted in slight gains in ACN
production margins this week. Non-integrated ACN margins
were higher by $16/t at $240/t, and the average year-to-date
ACN margin was at $335/t.

Phenol/acetone
China’s phenol prices moved in a narrower range this week.
Falling feedstock benzene prices weighed on phenol prices,
while tight supply because of production cuts supported
prices.
Spot prices firmed to Yn9,350-9,400/t on an ex-tank east
China basis ($1,162-1,168/t on an import parity basis) earlier
this week before retreating to Yn9,100-9,200/t ($1,131-1,143/t
on an import parity basis) as the assessment week ended. Sentiment weakened late in the week following a general downtrend in crude prices and in a basket of chemical commodity
futures.
Demand has seen little signs of improvement. Downstream
bis-phenol A (BPA) prices rose slightly in the past two weeks to
Yn11,800-11,900/t ex-tank east China, after hitting a two-year
low of Yn11,700-11,800/t in mid-July. Prices firmed as a result
of further operating rate cuts at Chinese BPA plants to 75pc
from 80pc. Th cuts caused further decline in demand for raw
materials including phenol and acetone.
Phenol supply remained curtailed as producers cut output
to reduce margin losses. The week’s average run rate fell to
68pc from 71pc two weeks earlier. Shiyou Chemical shut its
200,000/120,000 t/yr plant on 2 August because of margin concerns. The shutdown could last about 20 days. The plant had
a month-long turnaround from mid-May to mid-June and was
offline again for a couple of days in early July. Harbin Bluestar
and Sinopec Shanghai Mitsui have decided to shut their plants
in the coming weeks for 30-40 days.
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Downstream outages
Shutdown

Plant

KTA

Zhejiang Petrochemical No.2

Ph/Ac

400/250

18Jul, restart unclear

Kingboard Huizhou

Ph/Ac

185/110

19Jul-earlyAug

Sinopec Shanghai Mitsui

Ph/Ac

250/150

15Aug, 1 mth

Harbin Huayi

Ph/Ac

86/52

Ningbo Formosa

Ph/Ac

400/243

Shiyou Chemical

Ph/Ac

200/120

5Aug, 40 days
cut rate to 70pc from
90pc
2Aug, 20 days

Wanhua Chemical

Ph/Ac

400/250

Startup likely in Aug

Shandong Haili

ACN

130

28Mar, restart unclear

Shandong Keruer

ACN

130

28Mar-earlAug

Jiangsu Sailboat

ACN

260

1Aug, restart unclear

Fushun Petrochemical

ACN

92

Shanghai Secco

ACN

130

12July, restart unclear

Zhejiang Petrochemical

ACN

130

12July-midAug

CPDC

ACN

130

Zhonghai Fine Chemicals

PO

62

Jinling Huai'an

PO

100

14Oct, restart unclear

Nanjing Hongbaoli

PO

120

MidApr, restart unclear

Shandong Daze

PO

10

24July, restart unclear

Jilin Shenhua

PO

300

Shida Shenghua

PO

70

Wuhan Petrochemical

PP

120

10 Nov until present

Zhejiang Petrochemical No.2
Haiguo Longyou Daqing Lianyi
Petrochemical
Haiguo Longyou Daqing Lianyi
Petrochemical
Sinopec Maoming No.1

PP

450

2 May - Aug

PP

200

Apr until present

PP

350

3 Apr until present

Duration

5July, 15-20days

20July, restart unclear
1Nov, restart unclear

5July-early Aug
22July, restart uncler

PP

170

28 Apr - 17 Aug

PetroChina Fushun No.1

PP

90

29 Apr - 31 Aug

Hebei Haiwei

PP

300

5 May until present

Dalian West Pacific

PP

100

31 May - 22 Aug

PetroChina Qingyang

PP

100

2 Jun - 4 Aug

PetroChina Huabei

PP

100

1 Jun - 31 Aug

Sinopec Maoming No.2

PP

300

8 Jun - 6 Aug

Sinopec Maoming No.3

PP

200

8 Jun - 7 Aug

Sinopec Shanghai

PP

440

18 Jun - early Aug

China Coal Yanchang No.1

PP

300

15 Jul - 3 Sep

China Coal Yanchang No.2

PP

300

15 Jul - 3 Sep

Ningxia Baofeng No.2

PP

300

Aug for 45 days

PetroChina Huhehaote

PP

150

11 Jul for 55 days

PetroChina Dushanzi No.4

PP

300

23 - 28 Jul

Zhongan Lianhe

PP

350

31 Jul - 14 Sep

Sinopec Tianjin No.2

PP

200

1 Jul until present

Dongguan Juzhengyuan No.2

PP

300

21 Jul - 4 Aug

Dongguan Juzhengyuan No.1

PP

300

Hengli Petrochemical 1st Phase

PP

450

Hengli Petrochemical 2nd Phase

PP

400

25 Jul - 4 Aug
Early Aug for at least
15 days
Early Aug for at least
15 days
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China phenol/acetone plant operating rate
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Non-integrated phenol/acetone margins remained negative although they increased this week following slumps in
feedstock prices. Standalone Chinese phenol makers' margins
rose to -$154/t this week after slipping to a multi-year low of
-$285/t two weeks ago. Production margins for other nonintegrated phenol producers in Asia edged up to -$141/t from a
previous -$199/t.
Phenol port inventories were on a gradual downtrend in
the past two weeks, sliding to 26,000t this week from 32,000t
seen on 20 July. Import trades remained thin because of weak
demand. China imported 37,129t of phenol in June, up sharply
by 71pc from May, but down by 34pc from a year earlier. The
total import volume during January-June was 180,000t, a
sharp decline of 35pc from the same period last year.
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